COMMERCIAL VEHICLES
CHEAT SHEET

NEWS
TOP TRN <GO> – TOP Transportation News
NI TRN <GO> – Transportation News
NI TRK <GO> – TOP Trucking News
NI DOT <GO> – Department of Transportation News
CN <GO> – Transportation News by Company
FIRS <GO> – FIRST WORD Filter to Transportation

TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY
BI <GO> – Bloomberg Intelligence
ATSL <GO> – Auto Statistics, Trucks

SECURITY ANALYSIS
DES <GO> – Company Description
FA <GO> – Fundamental Analysis
FA PGEO <GO> – Product Revenue Segmentation
EEO <GO> – EPS and Other Stats Estimates
EEB <GO> – EPS and Other Stats Estimates Detail
EEG <GO> – Estimates Graph
MA <GO> – Technology M&A
CAST <GO> – Capital Structure
DDIS <GO> – Debt Distribution
EIQS <GO> – Equity Screening
GUID <GO> – Company Guidance
SURP <GO> – Earnings Surprise

OTHER BLOOMBERG FUNCTIONS
BILL <GO> – Transportation Legislation Tracker
BGOV <GO> – Bloomberg Government
SPLC <GO> – Supply Chain Analysis
CCRV <GO> – Commodity Forward Curve Chart

INDUSTRY DASHBOARDS
BI TRUCN <GO> – Commercial Vehicles, North America
BI TRCKN <GO> – Asset-Based Trucking Services, North America
BI RAILN <GO> – Rail Freight Transportation, North America

INDUSTRY TOOLS/DATA
BI TRUCN DRIVERS <GO> – Industry Drivers and Metrics
BI TRUCN 1157 <GO> – Current and Historical Market Share Data
BI TRUCN 1086 <GO> – Monthly Engine Statistics
BI TRUCN MACD <GO> – Macro Drivers
BI TRUCN INDD <GO> – Industry Level Statistics
BI TRUCN 1165 <GO> – Monthly Truck Statistics
BI TRUCN 1090 <GO> – Company Level Data
BI TRUCN COSTA <GO> – Cost Structure Data
BI TRUCN EQVL <GO> – Company Equity Valuation
BI TRUCN SBDRIV <GO> – Truck Drivers Analysis
BI TRUCN SBDRIV <GO> – Truck Metrics Analysis
BI TRUCN EB <GO> – Earnings Breakdown